ABSTRACT. Let X be a Banach lattice with separable dual. Then the bidual X is the closure of X under sequential monotone weak convergence.
This paper proves a special case of a conjecture relating two types of weak sequential closure in the bidual X" of a Banach lattice X. Specifically, if Y is a sublattice of X", write YCT for the smallest subset of X" which contains Y and is closed under sequential monotone oiX", X1) convergence.
It turns out that Y is a sublattice. We will study its relation with the space Y generated by sequential oiX", X') convergence.
Conjecture.
The spaces X , X coincide.
We prove a special case below (Theorem 1 Lemma 4. // X is a Banach lattice, then Xa is a sublattice of X".
Proof.
The idea is the same as in the analogous result for Boolean algebras (the "monotone class" theorem).
Let X = [x in X": xVO £ Xa\. A routine argument shows that X is closed under monotone sequential o~(X", X') convergence. This means X contains XCT, which shows Xa is a sublattice. □
We introduce a new topology J on X", defined by the seminorms p ,, ch £ X'where p Ax) = ( |x|, |ci| ) for x e X". Incidentally, this is the "locally solid" topology generated by a(X", X') in the sense of I. L ip), and is thus weakly complete. We make two claims:
(1) the weak topology of L coincides on bounded subsets of X with oiXa, X*);
(2) the unit ball B in Xa is p-complete, and hence by (1) sequentially complete for oiXa, X').
Obviously (1), (2) finish the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Claim (1) . Since the topology of p is weaker than j (on X"), the weak topology of L is weaker than the weak topology of (Xa, J ), which by Lemma 5 is oiXa, X1) on Xa. For the converse, note that the functionals c5 are p-continuous, and on bounded sets they determine the topology oiXa, X'). 
exists as a monotone cr(X", X') limit, and thus lies in XZ Let us assume that pixn -x) < 2~", all n. We claim that p(y^ -xfe) < 22~k, all k.
To prove this, write y, -x, as A°°=i(* -xjJ, t0 obtain: oo Phk -xk) < p( Z \xn -xk\\ < 22~k, as required.
(The series on the right converges for p and for a(X", X') to an element of X . The fact that p is an increasing norm then yields the above inequality.)
Claim (2) now follows from the observation that \y,\ is a monotone increasing sequence in B, so must converge for p and for oiX", X') to a member of B which the above reasoning shows is x. □ Remarks on the proof of Theorem 1. It might be thought that the Theorem could be proved directly by some variant of the above argument involving \yk\. The trouble is that if x, converges to x tor oiX", X1), then x* need not converge to x . (For example, in L2[0, 77], xAt) = sinkt.) The point of our proof is that p-convergence does not suffer from this defect.
It might also occur to the reader that a theorem of H. Schaefer (cf. A.
